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Abstract. An intercomparison of three Fourier transform

spectrometers (FTSs) with significantly different resolutions

is presented. The highest-resolution instrument has a maxi-

mum optical path difference of 250 cm, and the two lower-

resolution instruments have maximum optical path differ-

ences of 50 cm and 25 cm. The results indicate that the

two lower-resolution instruments can retrieve total column

amounts of O3, HCl, N2O and CH4 using the SFIT2 retrieval

code with percent differences from the high-resolution in-

strument generally better than 4%. Total column amounts

of the stratospheric species (O3 and HCl) have larger differ-

ences than those of the tropospheric species (N2O and CH4).

Instrument line shape (ILS) information is found to be of

critical importance when retrieving total columns of strato-

spheric gases from the lower-resolution instruments. Includ-

ing the ILS information in the retrievals significantly reduces

the difference in total column amounts between the three in-

struments. The remaining errors for stratospheric species to-

tal column amounts can be attributed to the lower sensitivity

of the lower-resolution FTSs to the stratosphere.

1 Introduction

Ground-based measurements of infrared solar absorption by

atmospheric trace gases using Fourier transform spectrom-

eters (FTSs), have led to many important advances in our

understanding of the atmosphere. This study presents an

investigation of the differences in retrieved total column

amounts of trace gases by three instruments of differing res-

olution. Previous intercomparisons of ground-based FTS
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observations have mainly focused upon the agreement of

the retrieved quantities with instruments of similar resolu-

tion (Paton-Walsh et al., 1997; Goldman et al., 1999; Grif-

fith et al., 2003; Meier et al., 2005) based on different anal-

ysis techniques (Goldman et al., 1999; Hase et al., 2004),

or addressed how the influence of individual instrument per-

formance impacts the retrieved vertical column concentra-

tions (Goldman et al., 1999; Griffith et al., 2003; Meier

et al., 2005). Paton-Walsh et al. (1997) compared two in-

struments operating at a 0.005 cm−1 resolution for retriev-

ing total columns of HCl, N2O and HNO3, and at 0.07 cm−1

for retrieving HF columns. Goldman et al. (1999) compared

N2, HF, HCl, CH4, O3, N2O, HNO3 and CO2 total columns

measured by four FTSs at 50 cm maximum optical path dif-

ference (OPD). Meier et al. (2005) compared total columns

of HCl, HF, N2O, HNO3, CH4, O3, CO2 and N2 from two

high-resolution instruments (the maximum OPD used is un-

specified in the paper). Griffith et al. (2003) compared total

columns of N2O, N2, CH4, O3, HCl, HNO3 and HF with

two FTSs operating both at 180 cm maximum OPD (for all

molecules except HF) and at 150 cm maximum OPD (for

HF). There are no comparisons, to our knowledge, that look

at total columns produced by data from FTS instruments with

significantly different resolutions.

In this study, we compare two FTS instruments that are

used both on balloon platforms and on the ground to one

that is used solely for ground-based measurements. The two

balloon-based and ground-based instruments, called the Uni-

versity of Toronto’s Fourier Transform Spectrometer (U of T

FTS) and the Portable Atmospheric Research Interferomet-

ric Spectrometer for the Infrared (PARIS-IR), have spectral

resolutions corresponding to 50 cm and 25 cm OPD, respec-

tively. Both instruments have participated in the 2004 Middle

Published by Copernicus GmbH on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Fig. 1. Typical modulation efficiency and phase error for all three instruments. The black curves with dots are computed from gas cell

measurements in the 2400–2800 cm−1 spectral region using the LINEFIT software (Hase et al., 1999). The top panels contain the modulation

efficiency and the lower panels contain the phase error. The left-most panels show TAO-FTS data, recorded in August 2005. The central

panels show U of T FTS data, recorded in September 2005. The right-most panels show PARIS-IR data, recorded in August 2005. The blue

solid curves in the U of T FTS and PARIS-IR panels show the EAP and PHS retrieved using SFIT2 for comparison with the corresponding

LINEFIT curve.

Atmosphere Nitrogen TRend Assessment (MANTRA) high-

altitude balloon campaign (Strong et al., 2005). The ground-

based FTS, called the Toronto Atmospheric Observatory

Fourier Transform Spectrometer (TAO-FTS), has a maxi-

mum OPD of 250 cm, and is a complementary instrument

of the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composi-

tion Change (NDACC – formerly the Network for the Detec-

tion of Stratospheric Change (NDSC) (Kurylo and Zander,

2000)).

The goals of this intercomparison are to retrieve total

column amounts of ozone (O3), hydrogen chloride (HCl),

nitrous oxide (N2O), and methane (CH4) from the data

recorded simultaneously by these three instruments, to de-

termine which retrieval parameters most affect and improve

the retrieved column amounts for the lower-resolution instru-

ments, and to determine the causes of any remaining discrep-

ancies.

2 Instruments

2.1 TAO FTS

The Toronto Atmospheric Observatory (43◦40′ N, 79◦24′ W,

174.0 m) was established in 2001 with the installation of a

high-resolution, DA8 model infrared Fourier transform spec-

trometer manufactured by ABB Bomem Inc. The TAO-FTS

was designated a complementary instrument of the NDACC

in March 2004. Since then, the TAO-FTS has taken part in

both satellite validation activities (Mahieu et al., 2005; Dils

et al., 2006) and scientific process studies (Wiacek et al.,

2006).

The optical design of the TAO-FTS instrument consists

of a vertically oriented, linear Michelson interferometer that

records single-sided interferograms with a maximum optical

path difference of 250 cm (Wiacek et al., 2007). The mod-

ulation efficiency (or effective apodization) and phase error

are shown in the left-most panels of Fig. 1. The modulation

efficiency is a measure of the attenuation of the signal as a
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Fig. 2. The experimental setup.

function of OPD, and is the real part of the Fourier trans-

form (FT) of the instrument line shape (ILS). The phase er-

ror is a measure of the asymmetry of the ILS, and is the

angle between the real and imaginary parts of the FT of

the ILS. Infrared solar absorption spectra are recorded on

indium antimonide (InSb) and mercury cadmium telluride

(MCT) detectors using a potassium bromide (KBr) beam-

splitter to cover the spectral region from 750 to 4400 cm−1

(2.3–13.3 µm). The external optical components include a

dedicated elevation-azimuth tracker (manufactured by AIM

Controls Inc.) which actively tracks direct solar radiation

throughout the day, as well as several flat mirrors and a col-

limating mirror used to direct the radiation into the interfer-

ometer.

Observations are usually taken by sequencing through six

different narrow-band optical interference filters, all of which

are widely used within the NDACC InfraRed Working Group

(IRWG). For the purposes of this campaign, only one of these

filters is used with the InSb detector, reducing the spectral

range to 2400–3100 cm−1 (3.2–4.2 µm). This range is ideal

for this study because it contains signatures of the molecules

of interest in a spectral region that is measured by the other

two instruments. To attain a sufficiently high signal-to-noise

ratio, each spectrum is produced by co-adding four, 250-cm

optical path difference scans, resulting in one interferogram

attained over a period of approximately 20 min. Each inter-

ferogram is Fourier transformed into a spectrum using a box-

car apodization scheme (i.e. unapodized).

2.2 U of T FTS

The University of Toronto’s Fourier Transform Spectrometer

is an ABB Bomem DA5 instrument that has a 50-cm maxi-

mum optical path difference, and records single-sided inter-

ferograms along a linear mirror path (Wunch et al., 2006).

The instrument measures simultaneously on InSb and MCT

detectors. Both detectors are photovoltaic in order to ensure

a linear response to signal intensity. The U of T FTS has

a spectral range spanning 1200–5000 cm−1 (2–8.3 µm) that

is constrained by the detectors, the calcium fluoride (CaF2)

beamsplitter and a germanium solar filter.

The instrument has had new electronics and software in-

stalled so that it can be used both on high-altitude balloon

platforms and on the ground. The U of T FTS has also been

fitted with a sun tracker with a small tracking range (±10◦

in both elevation and azimuth) which is described in Wunch

et al. (2006). The tracker is used for this intercomparison to

easily couple the solar beam from the TAO sun tracker into

the U of T FTS.

The instrument lineshape of the U of T FTS is imper-

fect (Fig. 1, middle panels), due to a hard landing after

the MANTRA 2004 balloon flight, reducing the effective

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/7/1275/2007/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 7, 1275–1292, 2007
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resolution to near 0.03 cm−1 and causing a significant phase

error. To make the best use of the data, interferograms from

the U of T FTS are apodized with a triangular function. This

improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the data without signif-

icant further loss of resolution.

For the purpose of this intercomparison campaign, only

data from the MCT detector are shown as there were ongoing

InSb detector mount changes. The ranges of the two detec-

tors overlap in all regions of interest for this study.

2.3 PARIS-IR

The Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform

Spectrometer (ACE-FTS) is the primary instrument on the

Canadian scientific satellite mission SCISAT-1, which was

launched by NASA on 12 August 2003 (Bernath et al., 2005).

The Portable Atmospheric Research Interferometric Spec-

trometer for the Infrared is a new, compact, portable FTS

built by ABB Bomem for the Waterloo Atmospheric Ob-

servatory (43◦28′ N, 80◦33′ W, 319.0 m) (Fu et al., 2006).

PARIS-IR was primarily constructed from spare flight com-

ponents that were manufactured for the ACE-FTS and conse-

quently has a very similar optical design, producing double-

sided interferograms with the same maximum OPD (25 cm)

and spectral range (750–4400 cm−1). The sandwich detec-

tors are composed of a photovoltaic InSb detector and a pho-

toconductive MCT detector, which is corrected for detector

nonlinearity. The data presented here, however, are only

from the InSb detector. To obtain a sufficiently long opti-

cal path difference within a compact volume, ABB Bomem

used a “double pendulum” interferometer and also used an

“entrance mirror” to pass radiation through the interferom-

eter twice. In addition to the MANTRA campaign in Au-

gust 2004, PARIS-IR has participated in three ground-based

ACE validation campaigns in the Canadian high Arctic at

Eureka, Nunavut (Kerzenmacher et al., 2005). Currently, the

instrument is regularly operated at the Waterloo Atmospheric

Observatory (WAO) for recording ground-based atmospheric

absorption spectra. The PARIS-IR modulation efficiency and

phase error are shown in the right-most panels of Fig. 1. The

PARIS-IR interferograms are unapodized.

3 Observation strategy and analysis method

The observation strategy for the campaign was constructed

to focus on the effects of the instrument resolution on the

retrieved column amounts. This was achieved by measuring

simultaneously from the same location, in the same spectral

range, and using similar retrieval methods with identical a

priori information, line parameters and forward model. All

three instruments were located at TAO for the duration of

the campaign. The data presented here were recorded on 24

August, 26 August, 1 September and 2 September 2005, with

at least 14 spectra recorded by the TAO-FTS on each day.

Retrievals for all three instruments were executed using

SFIT2 (v.3.82beta3) (Rinsland et al., 1998; Pougatchev et al.,

1995) and the same input parameters. SFIT2 contains a spec-

tral fitting routine and a retrieval algorithm based on the

SFIT1 algorithm (Rinsland et al., 1982), but SFIT2 employs

the optimal estimation method (OEM) of Rodgers (2000).

SFIT2 retrieves a state vector that consists of the primary

trace gas volume mixing ratio (VMR) vertical profile repre-

sented on an altitude grid, interfering species fit from scaled

VMR profiles, and other ancillary fitting parameters, such

as instrument line shape coefficients. Total column amounts

are retrieved by integrating the VMR profiles. SFIT2 con-

tains an instrument forward model that computes the shape

of the expected absorption line for an FTS instrument given

the spectroscopic line parameters, the instrument’s field of

view, apodization function and instrument line shape (if one

is provided, otherwise it is assumed to be ideal). SFIT2 can

also retrieve instrument line shape information as part of the

inversion process (see Sect. 3.1).

An OEM-retrieved VMR profile, x̂, is a weighted average

of the a priori profile, xa , and the “truth,” x, weighted by the

averaging kernel, A=∂x̂/∂x (Rodgers, 2000):

x̂ = Ax + (I − A)xa . (1)

The retrieved total column, ĉ, is computed by multiplying the

retrieved profile by the vector, ρ, whose elements contain the

partial columns of air molecules in each model layer:

ĉ = ρx̂. (2)

We will refer to ρ as the partial column density operator.

The FSCATM code (Gallery et al., 1983; Meier et al.,

2004), was used to perform refractive ray tracing and to

calculate the air mass distribution for a model atmosphere

using climatological VMR profile estimates, pressure pro-

files, and temperature profiles. The a priori state estimates

of VMR profiles and columns were constructed from a com-

bination of climatological estimates from the HALogen Oc-

cultation Experiment (HALOE) v.19 satellite data (Russell

et al., 1994) and mid-latitude daytime 2001 Michelson Inter-

ferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) ref-

erence profiles (Carli et al., 2004). Details of the a priori

construction can be found in Wiacek et al. (2007) and in

Sect. 4.1 of Wiacek (2006). Daily pressure and temperature

profiles were obtained from National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research

analyses provided by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-

tre automailer1. The HIgh resolution TRANsmission molec-

ular absorption database (HITRAN) 2004 (Rothman et al.,

2005) was used for the spectroscopic line parameters.

To measure the same atmospheric path simultaneously

with all three instruments, two small pick-off mirrors were

1Schoeberl, M., Newman, P., Nagatani, R. N., and Lait, L.: God-

dard Automailer – NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Code 916,

science@hyperion.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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Table 1. Instrument configuration. The second line of the spectral range for the TAO-FTS indicates its spectral range using NDACC filter 3,

which is the spectral range used in this intercomparison. The scan time is the time it takes to record a single interferogram.

PARIS-IR U of T FTS TAO-FTS

Maximum OPD (cm) 25 50 250

Scan time (s) 20 50 300

Spectral range (cm−1) 750–4400 1200–5000 750–4400

2400–3100

Measurement dates 24 Aug–2 Sep 26 May–12 Sep Year-round

Table 2. Microwindows for O3, HCl, N2O and CH4 used in this intercomparison. The 2775 O3 and CH4 microwindows each consist of

three separate bandpasses retrieved simultaneously. The names of the individual bandpasses are in brackets.

Target Microwindow Spectral Range Interfering Species

Gas (cm−1)

O3 3040 3039.90–3040.60 H2O, CH4

(2775) 2775.68–2776.30 CH4, CO2, HCl, N2O

O3 2775 (2778) 2778.85–2779.20 CH4, HDO, N2O

(2782) 2781.57–2782.06 CH4, HDO, N2O, CO2

HCl 2925 2925.75–2926.05 H2O, CH4, N2O, O3

N2O 2482 2481.30–2482.60 CO2, CH4, O3

(2859) 2859.83–2860.21 –

CH4 2859 (2898) 2898.32–2898.98 –

(2904) 2903.60–2904.16 H2O, HCl, O3

placed in the TAO suntracker’s solar beam to deflect a portion

of the light into the U of T FTS and PARIS-IR (see Fig. 2).

Every attempt was made to ensure that the TAO FTS incurred

a minimal loss of signal, and as a result, its signal-to-noise ra-

tio was reduced by less than 10%. The TAO instrument, as

described in Sect. 2.1, requires 5 min to record one interfer-

ogram and ∼20 min for a spectrum derived from 4 co-added

interferograms. To further ensure simultaneity, the U of T

FTS and PARIS-IR co-added individual spectra that were

recorded during the 20-min interval required to produce one

TAO-FTS spectrum. The PARIS-IR instrument measures the

largest number of spectra per unit time, with a 20-s scan time,

whereas the U of T FTS measures one interferogram in 50 s.

Table 1 summarizes the instrument details.

The three FTS instruments measured solar absorption by

O3, CH4, HCl, and N2O in overlapping regions of their

spectral ranges. The five microwindows used in this cam-

paign are listed in Table 2. Two microwindows for ozone

(near 3040 cm−1 and 2775 cm−1) were chosen because they

yielded the highest degrees of freedom for signal for the

lower resolution instruments in the spectral range consid-

ered, compared with the more commonly used 3045 cm−1

microwindow (e.g., Goldman et al., 1999; Griffith et al.,
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Fig. 3. Simulated retrievals of ozone columns in the 3040 cm−1

microwindow, assuming SNR=250, as a function of OPD.

2003). It should be noted that the best ozone retrievals for the

PARIS-IR instrument come from the 1000 cm−1 band, but in
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Fig. 5. Simulated retrievals of HCl columns, assuming SNR=250,

as a function of OPD.

the interest of consistency, retrievals of ozone are considered

only in the spectral ranges measured by all three instruments.

The only difference between the retrieval procedures for

the three instruments is that the PARIS-IR retrievals were

performed on a 29-layer grid, whereas the TAO and U of

T FTS retrievals were performed on a 38-layer grid. As dis-

cussed in Sect. 3.4 below, this made only a small difference

in the resulting column amounts.

By eliminating atmospheric condition differences between

measurements, eliminating differences in line parameter

characterization and minimizing the differences in the re-

trieval methods, the bulk of the discrepancies can now be
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Fig. 6. Simulated retrievals of N2O columns, assuming SNR=250,

as a function of OPD.
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Fig. 7. Simulated retrievals of CH4 columns, assuming SNR=250,

as a function of OPD.

attributed to differences in instrument resolution and instru-

ment line shapes.

3.1 Instrument line shape

The importance of considering the influence of an individ-

ual instrument line shape for ground-based comparisons has

been previously addressed (Griffith et al., 2003) and is par-

ticularly important in this case because of the pronounced

differences in the resolution of the three instruments. In-

formation about the ILS can be incorporated in the for-

ward model by using tabular inputs to describe the effective

apodization and phase error as a function of OPD, or by using

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 7, 1275–1292, 2007 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/7/1275/2007/
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of the TAO-FTS retrieved values. The error bars on the bars indicate the standard deviation of the retrieved values.

polynomial coefficients to describe effective apodization pa-

rameters (EAP) and phase error parameters (PHS).

For either of these two cases, a measurement made by

each of the three spectrometers must be analysed to deter-

mine the values of these empirical parameters. This can be

done under controlled conditions using calibrated gas cells

(Coffey et al., 1998) and an independent retrieval algorithm

designed to determine ILS information. We used the LINE-

FIT code of Hase et al. (1999): version 9.0 for the U of T

FTS and TAO-FTS and version 11.0 for the PARIS-IR. The

difference between the results for the ILS for the two ver-

sions is negligible. To calculate the ILS, the U of T FTS and

TAO-FTS measured blackbody radiation in the 2300–2700-

cm−1 spectral region through a 2-cm long, 2.5-cm diame-

ter HBr cell filled to 2 hPa. PARIS-IR measured blackbody

radiation in the 2400–2800-cm−1 region through a 10-cm

long, 5.0-cm diameter N2O cell filled to 14.7 hPa. LINE-

FIT produces tabular modulation efficiency and phase error

results as a function of OPD, which can be used as inputs

into SFIT2. Inherent in this technique is the assumption that

the ILS measured under these controlled conditions is iden-

tical to the ILS throughout the duration of all atmospheric

measurements. This may be largely true over a few months

for ground-based measurements, however, it will not gener-

ally be true for balloon-based measurements, since temper-

atures change significantly between daytime and nighttime,

and both the atmospheric temperature and pressure vary sig-

nificantly between the ground and the float altitude. Both

temperature and pressure can affect the instrument alignment

and thus the ILS. Because of this, we may wish to calculate

the ILS for each spectrum individually. Without a permanent

gas cell in the optical path of each spectrometer during solar

measurements (which none of these instruments possess), a

method for retrieving ILS information from the solar spec-

trum itself is necessary.

SFIT2 provides a solution for this with an option that al-

lows for EAP and PHS polynomial coefficients to be re-

trieved as part of the state vector. We chose to retrieve

third-order polynomial coefficients for both the PHS and

EAP parameters. In the sections that follow, when we dis-

cuss “tabular” ILS information, we are referring to LINEFIT

results used as an input to SFIT2 (i.e. the black curves in

Fig. 1). Retrievals using the LINEFIT tabular inputs will be

labeled “ILS input”. When we discuss “polynomial” ILS in-

formation, we are referring to the PHS and EAP parameters

retrieved from SFIT2 (i.e. the blue curves in Fig. 1). PHS and
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Fig. 9. O3 (3040 cm−1 microwindow) spectral fits for the U of T FTS (upper panel), and the residuals between the measured retrieval and

the spectral fits (lower panel).

Table 3. Microwindow degrees of freedom for signal, signal-to-noise ratios and fitting parameters for O3, HCl, N2O and CH4. The mean

degrees of freedom for signal and signal-to-noise ratios were obtained from retrievals performed using the retrieval parameters listed in the

last three columns. SPHS is the simple phase parameter. PHS and EAP are the third order phase and effective apodization polynomial

coefficients. For the U of T FTS, they are retrieved directly from the microwindow itself. For PARIS-IR, they are retrieved from a nearby

broad-band N2O microwindow.

Target Gas Microwindow Degrees of Freedom for Signal and Retrieved ILS Parameters

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

TAO U of T PARIS-IR TAO U of T PARIS-IR

O3 3040 2.4 200 1.32 360 1.04 150 SPHS SPHS, PHS, EAP SPHS, PHS, EAP

O3 2775 2.1 400 1.35 900 0.72 100 SPHS SPHS, PHS, EAP SPHS, PHS, EAP

HCl 2925 3.1 680 1.23 760 0.66 100 SPHS SPHS, PHS, EAP SPHS, PHS, EAP

N2O 2482 4.2 460 2.85 600 2.31 130 SPHS SPHS, PHS, EAP SPHS

CH4 2859 4.0 420 2.68 350 2.38 130 SPHS SPHS SPHS

EAP values for both the U of T FTS and PARIS-IR changed

by <10% (2σ ) over the four days of measurements. Re-

trievals that contain PHS and EAP parameters from SFIT2

will be referred to as “PHS/EAP retrieved”. When neither

the LINEFIT tabular nor SFIT2 polynomial ILS information

is included in a retrieval, SFIT2 assumes an ideal ILS, and

we will call this our “standard retrieval”. The TAO-FTS regu-

larly retrieves a simple phase parameter (SPHS) from SFIT2.

SPHS is a single-parameter description of the asymmetry of

a spectral line, and is included in all three retrieval types (ILS

input, PHS/EAP retrieved and the standard retrieval).

The U of T FTS and PARIS-IR instruments retrieve PHS

and EAP information somewhat differently. The method

employed for the U of T FTS spectra retrieves third-

order polynomial PHS and EAP parameters from the same

microwindow as the retrieved species (that is, only one
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Fig. 10. HCl spectral fits for the U of T FTS (upper panel), and the corresponding residuals (lower panel).

retrieval is necessary for each molecule). The method em-

ployed for the PARIS-IR data, however, retrieves third-order

polynomial PHS and EAP parameters from a spectral range

including two N2O lines in the 2806.1–2808.1 cm−1 mi-

crowindow, using a priori values from LINEFIT, and fixes

the daily mean of those values for all spectra when retriev-

ing the other species. (EAP and PHS parameters can also be

retrieved from each spectrum, but for reasons of efficiency

we used daily means.) This method was attempted for the U

of T FTS data with less success than directly retrieving the

parameters from the same microwindow. We believe that the

success of the second, dedicated microwindow for retrieving

the ILS parameters for the PARIS-IR instrument may be in

part due to the lower degrees of freedom for signal retrieved

from the PARIS-IR spectra. Instead of retrieving a VMR pro-

file and PHS and EAP information from a given microwin-

dow with limited information, we are providing extra ILS

information from the same spectrum, but in a different mi-

crowindow.

3.2 Effects of resolution

The resolution of an instrument affects the number of spec-

tral points that describe a microwindow. This, as well as

the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum, limits the number

of vertical pieces of information that can be retrieved from

the spectral line (Rodgers, 2000). There must, then, be a

limiting resolution which is too low to retrieve information

about the atmosphere from a particular microwindow. We

want to investigate the limiting resolution for each of the five

microwindows listed in Table 2.

Our preliminary test was to truncate the TAO-FTS inter-

ferograms to lower resolutions so we might directly compare

column amounts from the lower-resolution TAO-FTS spec-

tra and the U of T FTS and PARIS-IR spectra. The value of

these results is limited, however, because as the OPD is de-

creased, both the SNR and the ILS improve significantly –

so much so, that the resulting spectra do not possess SNRs

or ILSs that reasonably represent those of the PARIS-IR or

the U of T FTS spectra. With simulated spectra, on the other

hand, we can constrain the SNR and ILS to more reasonable

values for our lower-resolution instruments, and so we have

chosen to show those results here. For the discussion that fol-

lows, however, our truncated TAO-FTS results are consistent

with the results from the simulated spectra.

To simulate the effect of resolution on total column

amounts, an ensemble of 16 spectra was simulated for each

of 12 cm, 25 cm, 50 cm, 100 cm, 150 cm, 200 cm and 250 cm

maximum OPD, using the SZA values from the 1 September

measurements. The signal-to-noise ratio was set to 250 for
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Fig. 11. N2O spectral fits for the U of T FTS (upper panel), and the corresponding residuals (lower panel).

each spectrum to simulate a reasonable measurement noise

value (see Table 3), and all four molecules were retrieved

using the same a priori values and ZPT profile as our data

from September 1st. The “true” profile used to generate the

spectra was a perturbation of the a priori profile of less than

20%. Identical phase and effective apodization errors were

applied to each interferogram, for each resolution, with val-

ues similar to those of the TAO instrument (Fig. 1, left-most

panels).

In Figs. 3–7, the retrieved column amounts of O3, HCl,

N2O and CH4 are shown as a function of the optical path dif-

ference. The figures show the mean column amounts with

the 2σ standard deviation of the column amounts retrieved

from the ensemble for two sets of retrievals: one that re-

trieves third-order polynomial coefficients for the PHS and

EAP functions (“PHS/EAP retrieved”) from the microwin-

dow itself, and one that does not retrieve coefficients (our

“standard retrieval”). The a priori column value and the

“truth” are plotted for reference. The truth in this case is

the column amount used to create the model spectra.

For ozone in the 3040 cm−1 microwindow (Fig. 3), there

is less than 0.3% difference in column amounts retrieved at

250 cm OPD between the standard and PHS/EAP retrieved

cases. The PHS/EAP retrieved case changes less than the

standard retrieval between the different OPD values, and

retrieves columns that are closer to the truth at the lowest

OPDs. The results are within 2% of the truth for all OPDs

for the PHS/EAP retrieved case and differ by more than 2%

from the truth for the 50 cm OPD and 12 cm OPD standard

retrieval. We would expect, then, good results from the lower

resolution instruments using this microwindow if they re-

trieve PHS and EAP parameters.

Ozone retrieved from the 2775 cm−1 microwindow is

shown in Fig. 4. At 250 cm OPD, the columns differ by

less than 0.8% from the truth, obtained by either the stan-

dard retrieval or the PHS/EAP retrieved case. The column

average for the standard retrieval begins to decrease signifi-

cantly below 100 cm OPD with the column mean over the en-

semble differing by <8% from the truth at 50 cm OPD. The

PHS/EAP retrieved case has a difference of 2.7% at 25 cm

OPD, whereas the standard retrieval gives a mean that is

18.9% smaller than the true value at 25 cm OPD. We may

expect, then, that we should get good results for ozone for

the lower-resolution instruments if they retrieve PHS/EAP

parameters and have an OPD of at least 25 cm.

For HCl (Fig. 5), the difference in retrieved columns be-

tween the standard retrieval at 250 cm OPD and the truth is

0.27% and between the PHS/EAP retrieved case at 250 cm

OPD and the truth is 0.36%. The column amounts are within

1% of the truth until 50 cm OPD for the standard retrieval,
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Fig. 12. CH4 spectral fits for the U of T FTS (upper panel), and the corresponding residuals (lower panel).

and 25 cm OPD for the PHS/EAP retrieved case. At and

below 50 cm OPD, the percent difference from the truth in-

creases in both cases, with the PHS/EAP retrieved case show-

ing significantly better agreement than the standard case. We

would expect, then, reasonable agreement for HCl for the

lower resolution instruments if PHS and EAP parameters are

retrieved.

For N2O (Fig. 6), the difference between the columns re-

trieved with the standard retrieval at 250 cm OPD and the

truth is ∼0.5%, and the difference in columns between the

PHS/EAP retrieval at 250 cm OPD and the truth is ∼0.02%.

The N2O columns show good agreement with the truth

(<1%) for all OPDs for the PHS/EAP retrieved case, and

good agreement with the truth for all OPDs at or larger than

100 cm for the standard retrieval. Below 100 cm OPD, the

standard retrieval stays within ∼2% of the truth, and does not

have the drastic decrease that the stratospheric species show.

We would expect, then, that all three instruments would have

good agreement for N2O if they perform either retrieval, but

better results may be obtained from the lower resolution in-

struments if they retrieve PHS and EAP parameters.

For CH4 (Fig. 7), the difference between columns re-

trieved using the standard retrieval at 250 cm OPD and the

truth is ∼0.34%, and the difference in columns between the

PHS/EAP retrieval at 250 cm OPD and the truth is ∼0.22%.

The CH4 columns show good agreement with the truth

(<1%) for all OPDs for the PHS/EAP retrieved case, ex-

cept for 100 cm OPD, where the percent difference from the

truth is ∼1.05%. There is good agreement with the truth for

all OPDs for the standard retrieval, except for 25 cm OPD

where the difference is ∼2.35%. Again, as for N2O, the two

retrieval cases stay within ∼2.5% of the truth, and do not

show a significant decrease at smaller OPD. We would ex-

pect, then, that all three instruments would have good agree-

ment for CH4 if they perform either retrieval.

3.3 Comparison of columns using PHS/EAP and LINEFIT

It has been noted by Griffith et al. (2003) that strato-

spheric species (O3 and HCl), which have narrow absorption

lines, are highly sensitive to ILS distortions, while pressure-

broadened tropospheric species (N2O and CH4) are less sen-

sitive to them. We have confirmed this and have investi-

gated column differences obtained when retrieving the EAP

and PHS with SFIT2 as compared with columns retrieved

when using LINEFIT results as inputs to SFIT2. We used

SFIT2 to compute total column amounts for data recorded on

September 2nd for three test runs. The first test run retrieved

PHS and EAP parameters (“PHS/EAP retrieved”) using the

microwindow itself in the U of T FTS case, and the broad
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Fig. 13. O3 column amounts retrieved in the 3040 cm−1 microwin-

dow as a function of solar zenith angle, using the parameters de-

scribed in Table 3. The horizonal lines show the means of the

columns over the SZA range indicated. The error bars shown in-

clude the smoothing error, interference error and retrieval error

added in quadrature.
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Fig. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for O3 in the 2775 cm−1 microwindow.

N2O microwindow in the PARIS-IR case. The second test

run used tabular LINEFIT inputs (“ILS input”) obtained from

a gas cell measurement. The third test run used only SPHS

ILS information (“standard retrieval”). No significant dif-

ferences in retrieved column amounts between the three ILS

cases are seen for the TAO-FTS. Therefore, for our purposes,

TAO-FTS data is considered to be closest to the truth.

For the U of T FTS, the best ozone column comparisons
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Fig. 15. As in Fig. 13, but for HCl.
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Fig. 16. As in Fig. 13, but for N2O.

were from using the ILS input run (Fig. 8). For O3 in the

3040 cm−1 microwindow, the ILS input run is only slightly

closer to the TAO-FTS mean values (by ∼0.4%) than the

PHS/EAP retrieval and both are more than 20% higher than

the values from the standard run. The spectral fits from the

PHS/EAP retrieved and ILS input cases also show smaller

residuals (see Fig. 9). The PARIS-IR results are similar – re-

trieving PHS/EAP parameters improved the agreement in the

column amounts by ∼6% over the standard retrieval (Fig. 8)

and the spectral fits are better for the PHS/EAP retrieval and

the ILS input cases than for the standard retrieval. Similar

results are found for ozone in the 2775 cm−1 microwindow

(Fig. 8). The TAO-FTS total column values for these two
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ozone microwindows are significantly different, and this is

caused by the altitude at which the respective averaging ker-

nels for the microwindows are sensitive to the atmosphere.

This effect is investigated and described in detail in Taylor et

al. (2007)2.

The sensitivity of the U of T FTS HCl retrieval to the

ILS is also high, as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 10, with the

PHS/EAP retrieved run being closer (by ∼ 1%) to the TAO-

FTS columns than the ILS input run. The difference in HCl

columns between the PHS/EAP retrieved and standard re-

trievals for the PARIS-IR instrument is ∼4.3%, with the stan-

dard retrieval mean closer to the TAO-FTS retrieved values

(Fig. 8). Residuals from the spectral fits for both the U of T

FTS and PARIS-IR show, like in O3, that the PHS/EAP re-

trieval and ILS input cases are smaller than for the standard

retrieval.

The U of T FTS N2O retrieval is much less sensitive to the

ILS, as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 11, although the PHS/EAP

retrieved values are closer to the TAO-FTS values than those

from the standard retrieval. The sensitivity of the PARIS-

IR retrieval to the ILS in the PHS/EAP retrieved case is also

quite low. There is only a ∼0.4% difference between the

PHS/EAP and standard cases (Fig. 8). The residuals from

the spectral fits for both the U of T FTS and PARIS-IR in-

struments show only slightly better results for the PHS/EAP

retrieval and ILS input cases than for the standard retrieval.

The sensitivity of the U of T FTS CH4 retrievals to the ILS

is also lower than that found for O3 and HCl, as illustrated

in Figs. 8 and 12. (The other two spectral microwindows for

CH4 have similar residuals and are not shown.) Retrieving

the PHS and EAP parameters for the U of T FTS data pro-

duces poorer comparisons with the TAO-FTS data, because it

induces oscillations in the profile. There is systematic struc-

ture in the residuals from the CH4 spectral fits for all three

retrieval cases for both PARIS-IR and the U of T FTS. The

TAO-FTS residuals also show systematic structure, pointing

to a possible problem with the methane spectroscopy. The

sensitivity of the PARIS-IR retrieval of CH4 to the ILS is

very low, with only ∼0.6% difference between the PHS/EAP

retrieved and standard retrievals (Fig. 8).

The U of T FTS ILS is much poorer than that of PARIS-IR

(compare the central and right panels in Fig. 1). Accordingly,

the difference in total columns retrieved by the U of T FTS

for the PHS/EAP retrieved case and the standard retrieval

will be exaggerated for the stratospheric species, which are

most sensitive to ILS distortions. Nevertheless, using either

the PHS/EAP retrieved or the ILS input cases for both lower-

resolution instruments results in reasonable agreement with

the TAO-FTS.

2Taylor, J. R., Wunch, D., Drummond, J. R., Midwinter, C.,

and Strong, K.: Extended intercomparison of simultaneous ground-

based FTIR observations at the Toronto Atmospheric Observatory,

J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Trans., in preparation, 2007.
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Fig. 17. As in Fig. 13, but for CH4.

Using the results from this section, for what follows, we

use the PHS/EAP retrieved case to compute columns of O3,

HCl and N2O for the U of T FTS. The standard retrieval is

used for CH4. For PARIS-IR, the PHS/EAP retrieved case

is used for O3 and HCl, and the standard retrieval is used

for N2O and CH4. Since the TAO-FTS line shape is signifi-

cantly narrower than both the stratospheric and tropospheric

absorption lines, it is much less sensitive to instrument line

shape distortions, and the standard retrieval is always used.

Retrieving the PHS and EAP parameters for the TAO-FTS

makes only small changes (<1%) in total columns retrieved.

Table 3 summarizes the retrieval parameters for these results.

3.4 Number of grid levels

The PARIS-IR analysis retrieves profiles on a 29-layer ver-

tical grid, whereas the TAO-FTS and U of T FTS retrieve

profiles on a 38-layer grid. The 29-layer vertical grid was

chosen for the PARIS-IR retrievals to reduce the size of the

state vector, in order to compensate for the lower resolution

of the measurements. To ensure that the number of grid lev-

els does not significantly affect the results in this intercom-

parison, we compared column amounts retrieved for a single

day of measurements from the PARIS-IR instrument both on

a 29-layer grid and a 38-layer grid.

For N2O and CH4, there was no noticeable difference

(<0.1%) in column amounts retrieved from the PARIS-IR

data between retrieving on a 29-layer grid and a 38-layer

grid. For ozone in the 3040 cm−1 microwindow, the 38-

layer results were ∼0.2% lower than the 29-layer results.

For ozone in the 2775 cm−1 microwindow, the 38-layer re-

sults were ∼0.6% higher than the 29-layer results. For HCl,

the 38-layer results were ∼0.4% higher than the 29-layer re-

sults. The number of grid levels, therefore, is not a significant

influence on the results in this comparison.
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Fig. 18. Density-weighted column averaging kernels (aρ ) for the three instruments: TAO (blue dots), U of T FTS (red squares) and PARIS-IR

(green circles). These curves show the response of the retrieved total column with respect to a unity perturbation of VMR in each model

layer.

Table 4. Percent differences of mean total column values from Figs. 13–17 and results from previous intercomparisons. Bold PARIS-IR and

U of T FTS differences indicate that they are significant to 95% by the Student’s t-test (i.e. t≥1.96). The PARIS-IR and U of T FTS percent

differences are from the TAO-FTS, for SZA >40 degrees. For the previous intercomparisons, brackets beneath the percent differences for

each molecule indicate the microwindow retrieved, if it is different from Table 2. Here, for the Meier et al. (2005), Griffith et al. (2003), and

Paton-Walsh et al. (1997) papers, we cite mean percent differences between the two instruments over the duration of the intercomparison,

whereas for Goldman et al. (1999), we cite the maximum difference from the average of the three instruments involved for the November

11B data set.

O3 HCl N2O CH4

3040 2775 2925 2482 2859

PARIS-IR percent difference from TAO 0.9 1.2 4.5 0.4 0.5

U of T FTS percent difference from TAO 3.3 0.7 1.7 0.4 2.3

U of T FTS percent difference from PARIS-IR 4.3 2.8 2.6 0.8 1.7

Meier et al. (2005) 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.2

(3040) (2904)

Griffith et al. (2003) 2.57 2.90 0.34 1.11

(3045.08-3045.38) (2904)

Goldman et al. (1999) 1.5 1.6 1.1 0.2

(3045.08–3045.38) (2904)

Paton-Walsh et al. (1997) N/A 0.5 1.0 N/A
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Fig. 19. These panels show the normalized column averaging kernels (aρi ρ
−1
i

) for the three instruments: TAO (blue dots), U of T FTS (red

squares) and the PARIS-IR (green circles).

4 Results

These measurements took place during a nine-day period

in late August and early September 2005. Because of the

relatively stable chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere

during that time, we do not expect any significant trends

in column amounts of any of these molecules. Total col-

umn amounts are, consequently, plotted as a function of

solar zenith angle (SZA) in Figs. 13–17. The total col-

umn errors in the figures consist of the interference error

(Rodgers and Connor, 2003), retrieval noise, and smoothing

error (Rodgers, 2000) added in quadrature. There is a clear

discrepancy (most pronounced for CH4) between the column

amounts at angles larger than and smaller than 40 degrees

SZA. We believe that this may be due to a known suntracker

error near solar noon (SZA ∼34 degrees), and so we do not

include the data taken at angles less than 40 degrees in our

means. The total column means, as given in Table 4, show

that the lower-resolution instruments are capable of provid-

ing column amounts of all species to within ∼4% of the

TAO-FTS. The agreement is worse than that found in the

Meier et al. (2005) paper (also listed in the table) with two,

similarly high-resolution instruments, and so our results may

give an upper bound on the ability to measure total column

amounts of these species by lower-resolution instruments.

Methane shows larger errors than might be expected from

a tropospheric species retrieval, with significantly different

retrieved columns obtained from the three FTSs. This is

possibly caused by the more poorly understood spectroscopy

of methane, specifically the lack of accurate air-broadening

coefficients and temperature dependencies, which has been

noted by Rothman et al. (2005), Brown et al. (2003) and Wor-

den et al. (2004).

A possibility for the differences in the stratospheric total

column amounts is due to the instruments’ column averag-

ing kernels. The total column averaging kernel, aρ , is com-

puted from the averaging kernel and the vector, ρ, described

in Sect. 3,

aρ = ρA. (3)

Typically, the aρ is normalized by the partial column density

operator (i.e. aρi
ρ−1

i ) when plotted. However, we prefer the

density-weighted version (aρ), since it more accurately illus-

trates at what altitude the retrieved column amount is sen-

sitive. In Fig. 18, the density-weighted column averaging

kernels are shown for each instrument (the normalized col-

umn averaging kernels are shown in Fig. 19 for reference).

There are significant differences between the aρ for the three

instruments, with the PARIS-IR results showing the lowest

sensitivity.
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Fig. 20. Total columns derived by applying the averaging kernels to a profile that is the a priori profile increased by 20% at each layer. The

red lines indicate the a priori column amount and the green lines indicate the a priori column amount, increased by 20% (the “true” column

value, in this case).

To test the sensitivity of the U of T FTS and PARIS-IR

retrievals to the stratosphere, the averaging kernels were ap-

plied to a profile that was 20% larger than the a priori profile

at each level and the column was computed using the partial

column density operator, ρ. That is, the profile and column

estimates are

x̂ = A(1.2xa) + (I − A)xa = (0.2A + I)xa, (4)

ĉ = ρ(0.2A + I)xa = (0.2aρ + ρ)xa . (5)

In this case, shown in Fig. 20, there are significant column

differences between the TAO-FTS results and the U of T

FTS and PARIS-IR results. The red lines indicate the a pri-

ori column and the green lines indicate the a priori column

increased by 20% (the “truth,” here). Results with the a pri-

ori increased by a larger amount show larger differences be-

tween the retrieved columns and the truth.

For O3 in the 3040 cm−1 microwindow, the percent differ-

ences from the TAO-FTS are: −0.9% for the U of T FTS and

−1.8% for PARIS-IR; for ozone in the 2775 cm−1 microwin-

dow: −0.2% for the U of T FTS and −6.7% for PARIS-IR;

for HCl: −1.4% for the U of T FTS and −8.4% for PARIS-

IR; for N2O: −0.01% for the U of T FTS and −0.5% for

PARIS-IR; and for CH4: −0.2% for the U of T FTS and

−0.6% for PARIS-IR. The stratospheric species clearly show

larger differences as we have also seen in Table 4. The differ-

ences in the stratospheric species, therefore, can be partially

attributed to the lower sensitivity of the lower-resolution in-

struments to the stratosphere and the consequent increased

reliance on the a priori in that region. It is therefore par-

ticularly important to choose appropriate microwindows and

perform sufficient characterization of the lower-resolution in-

struments, to optimize the sensitivity.

5 Conclusions

Total column amounts of O3, HCl, N2O and CH4 were re-

trieved from PARIS-IR, the U of T FTS and the TAO-FTS.

Measurements were averaged during coincident 20-min pe-

riods and the total column amounts retrieved from these av-

eraged spectra were compared directly. The results, given

in Figs. 13–17 and summarized in Table 4, show that the

lower-resolution instruments can measure total columns of

O3, CH4, HCl and N2O to within ∼4%, on average, of the

truth (taken here as the results from the high-resolution TAO-

FTS) from the ground. The largest errors are obtained for
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the stratospheric species, and these errors can be attributed

to the averaging kernels of the lower-resolution instruments

(Figs. 18–20). The errors from the methane retrievals are

possibly due to uncertainties in the spectroscopic parameters.

Retrieving ILS PHS and EAP parameters from SFIT2 sig-

nificantly improves the column comparisons of the strato-

spheric species for the lower-resolution instruments over re-

trievals performed assuming an ideal ILS (Fig. 8). The ILS

information is less important for the pressure-broadened tro-

pospheric species. Also, retrieving the SFIT2 PHS and EAP

parameters as part of the state vector can replace the LINE-

FIT ILS information for balloon-based measurements when

retrieving the ILS from a gas cell is not feasible.
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